
The day starts off badly when the editor in chief at the Giant Book of Destiny accidently shifts 
timelines for the intergalactic war between Andromeda and the Milky Way. The war starts 
outside of its time and breaks the cohesion of Destiny. Bombs start raining down. That’s where 
the drama starts – with the offices of the Giant Book of Destiny under attack and the entirety of 
existence on the verge of extinction, all because of a small clerical error.   
 
Fortunately, Fran, a Destiny fact checker, locates the backup copy of the book and saves the 
entirety of entirety. Unfortunately, the backup copy is stolen and existence as it’s written, is 
threatened yet again.  The office is put under emergency 24 hour lockdown, during which no 
one can leave the building and no changes can be made to either the original book or the 
backup copy. 
 
As good as the editors at Destiny are at catching typos, they’re not good at catching the 
criminally insane, so they call in a private space dick to help. 
 
Earth investigator, CSIS (Canadian Security Intelligence Service) special agent Ace Galaksi is 
chosen because he has something no other space detective has -- a sentient ship, called 
Phoenix, with shape changing capabilities. Helpful as Phoenix is, she has one small quirk. An 
equally sentient, highly opinionated self-destruct program that doesn’t believe saving existence 
is exactly in keeping with her own personal aspirations. 
 
Since just about everyone has complaints about their destiny, finding the culprit is a daunting 
task, but Ace Galaksi manages to narrow the field down to two main suspects. He just has to 
find them. The Destiny office building is huge. The library alone has billions of rooms, an awfully 
big place for a game of hide and seek.  With the countdown to destruction ticking along much 
faster than Ace’s investigation, Destiny is on hold. For the first time ever, the end is yet 
unwritten. 
 
The action plays out in a 1930s style recording session with live(ish) foley – accentuated with 
spaced out illustrations – because when a book’s this big, it demands pictures!   
 


